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The future of the building industry is developing

in the field of HEAT AND SOUND INSULATION 

ÜLKÜ A.Ş. As a result of 30 years of work and 

R&D, it produced SUPER İZO TUĞLA. Thanks to 

innovation, this brick is produced 35% lighter than 

its peers, thus reducing the personal burden of 

buildings. With the correction of static calculations, 

it reduced the cost of main materials such as iron 

and concrete.
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Since 2011, Energy Identity Certif icate came
into force in buildings.Heat Performance Scorecard
will be prepared for the newly designed building 
constructions. In this way, how much heat your 
building consumes, how much energy it needs for 
cooling wil l be determined and sound insulation 
wil l be analyzed.

Does not require jacketing on the walls
It is made of 100% natural clay.
43.7 DB sound isolation
55% heat insulation 



ISO  BRICK

They are factory brick with a bulk density of 

1000 kg/m3 or less which are manufactured 

in a manner to be less heat conductor and 

by using additive materials to make it porous. 

The provide heat insulation between 25%-65% 

in houses. As they are brick with vertical holes 

with their resistance to high forces they are assist 

the building in carrying loads. Mortar is not placed 

in their vertical joints



ISO BRICK



ISO BRICK WITH STYROFOAM
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4 cm thick styrofoam with a thermal conductivity coefficient of 0.052 W/m.k  
was used in the styrofoam super iso brick. Heat transfer coefficient of styrofoam
super iso brick was measured as 0.10 w/m.k according to the account management 
with the report received from TSE. There is no need for external jacketing due to this
very strong thermal insulation. Due to its combined structure, the wall can be built in 
one go with styrofoam super iso brick.
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ROCKWOOL INSULATED BRICK
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Rockwool insulated brick is a brick that makes 
high sound and heat insulation used on the 
exterior, just like styrofoam insulated brick. 
It is a brick reinforced with the superior features
of Rockwool.



BEAD- OVAL BRICK
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ASMOLEN

Floor fi l ler bricks are factory bricks under 

TS 1261 which do not participate in static work. 

These are the bricks used only for f i l l ing and 

isolation without participating in static work in the 

construction of reinforced concrete gear floors. 

It is generally used in large business centers, 

hospitals, schools. Recently, it has been widely 

used in residences. Asmolen bricks, according to the 

thickness of the flooring;

25mm Asmolen (250x400x200 mm)

27mm Asmolen (270x400x200 mm)

30mm Asmolen (300x400x200 mm)

Classified. Variable measure is height. 

All varieties are used 10 per m2.



CHIMNEY  



CHIMNEY

The material that you can use safely and correctly 
in your constructions is the chimney brick made of clay. 
As it does not have a porous structure, is not affected 
by heat and is not conductive it is superior to other chimneys. 
It is resistant to chimney gas acids. The dimensions of the 
chimneys used in our constructions:

NormalChimney :                190x190x190 mm
Square Chimney :               190x190x240 mm
Large Square Chimney :       260x260x190 mm
Siphon Chimney :               400x190x190 mm
Large Siphon Chimney :       450x260x190 mm
Fireplace Circular Chimney : 350x350x190 mm
Fireplace Square Chimney : 300x400x190 mm
Chimney of 30 :                300x300x190 mm

All chimney types are used as 5 per 1 m.  All varieties of chimney
 have types with stove pipe holes and transfer holes. At buildings with 
multiple stories large chimney types are preferred. The measurements 
are completely in compliance with the pil lar and beam dimensions. For 
the chimneys there are circular and square chimneys. Our fireplace 
chimneys are safely used in heating and barbecue systems in houses
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